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A Brief History-the Journey of Scientific 
Communication



A Tale of Two Parallel Tracks of Landscape Progress  (1 of 2)

The Journey of the Journal and Research Article (abbreviated)

In the 1970s-1990s the research paper was comparably in the “dark ages” compared to 
models of publication today.
• Admittedly, the business model of publishing was also very different than it is 

today
o Primarily print
o Heavy emphasis on subscription models, page charges, advertising and 

reprint sales

Then came the Internet and electronification of journals, which changed everything!

Discussions focused on the Article of the Future
• A movement toward a multi-dimensional article online

o Layout, design, platform responsiveness, supplemental material
o Interactive content, annotation capabilities

• Integration of video and other forms of media/enriched content



A Tale of Two Parallel Tracks of Landscape Progress  (2 of 2)

The Journey of the Researcher (abbreviated)

A focus on innovative research has always been the cornerstone of academic success.

Connectedness of researchers, like never before
• Researcher interaction/collaboration networks (SINs, ResearchGate, Academia.edu, 

etc.)
• Article sharing
• Social media engagement

Most recent trends:
• Open access
• Open science/data
• Open engagement



The Evolution of the Author Ecosystem

Supporting the Author Need

It’s a Process!



The Evolution of the Author Ecosystem: Understanding Complexity

It’s an Integrated 
Collaborative 
Ecosystem!

Funding

Research

Manuscript 
writing

Peer ReviewPublication

Article 
Promotion

Grant 
Writing

• Author services providers
• Collaborative writing platforms
• Meta-data preservation
• Data submission

• Research collaboration
• Electronic data notebooks
• Researcher communities
• Big data collection/preservation
• Reproducibility

• Primary
• APC charges

• Peer review structure
• Peer reviewer training
• Peer reviewer recognition
• Publication of peer reviews

• Subscription / Open access
• Repository /archive
• Article summaries
• Big data publication
• Discoverability
• Preservation

• Plain-language summaries
• Promotion on social platforms
• Infographics
• Video summaries
• Research news stories
• Researcher engagement

• Shared resources
• Shared relationships
• Shared responsibilities
• Shared goals
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The Pressures of Open Access/ Open Science / Open Engagement

Open Access   ->   Open Science   ->   Open Engagement

• Mandates/calls for Open Access  
o government and funding bodies + research community + 

public
• Mandates/calls for Open Science/Data 

o by government and funding bodies + research 
community

• Increasing calls for Open Engagement  
o by academic societies + non-profit organizations + 

academic institutions



What Does Open Engagement Mean?

The call for Open Engagement is the movement to encourage faculty to communicate their 
research findings not only to their close peers, but to extend their circles of influence to include 
peers outside of their discipline (non-traditional peers, including corporate professionals), the 
public at large, and policy-makers (at the federal, state, and local levels, including school boards)

• Peers / non-traditional peers
• Public
• Policy-makers

“The three Ps” (3Ps)



The Merging of Open Engagement Goals

The Need of the Publisher / Society / Journal

• Attract high-quality research articles
• Attract a diverse population of peer reviewers
• Build relationships with authors
• Create an ecosystem of engagement
• Differentiate oneself on the landscape
• Drive readership, downloads, citation
• Build corporate brand/awareness

• Bring stopping power to the article
• Leverage social media strategies
• Build global outreach strategies

The Need of the Researcher / Academic 
Institution

• Publish high-quality research articles
• Participate in peer review activities
• Build international relationships
• Contribute to scholarly discussion
• Differentiate oneself on the landscape
• Become highly cited
• Build personal/corporate brand

• Ensure strategic article placement
• Develop communication strategies
• Ensure global reach



The Merging of Minds

While these movements are under foot, it does not mean that all researchers are 
comfortable with expanding their communication habits beyond academic conversations at 

conference venues and in the form of journal publications or opinion pieces.

This is where the synergies start to emerge between stakeholder efforts

• The publisher’s need to develop stopping power to the research article
• The researcher’s need of material to fuel their outreach/engagement efforts
• The university’s need to have material at hand to promote the activities of the 

institution

This leads to the need to share science in newer content formats beyond the 
research manuscript



The New Content Format Movement at a Glance



New content formats bring new possibilities

Better
reader response

Touch points with
more audience segments

Promotion of
important research

Standing out
from competition



Who is saying this?

Articles with a visual abstract got read nearly three times more than those that did not!



And if that doesn’t convince you, this might…



Enriched Content Provides “Stopping Power”

• Articles receiving higher online attention tended to be cited more, but this effect 
was weaker for articles in higher impact factor journals which tended to be highly 
cited regardless of online activity.

Tweeting birds: online 
mentions predict future 
citations in ornithology
Tom Finch, Nina O'Hanlon, 
Steve P. Dudley

Published 1 November 2017.
DOI: 10.1098/rsos.171371 



Let’s go beyond the traditional journal article

UNTIL NOW research 
has been…

Available in traditional formats that 
include:

• Jargon-heavy/specialized vocabulary
• Text + figures & tables

• Occasional supporting material

FROM NOW ON
research could ALSO be…

Available in enhanced formats such as

• Video (audio-visual)
• Graphical
• Audio
• Text



1. Visual summaries

Ø Presents key results in a snapshot, providing an at-a-glance summary

Ø Minimum time burden and high recall value

Ø Can be re-used as presentations

Ø Variants: infographics, graphical abstracts, visual abstracts



2. Video summaries

Ø Brings your research to life with audio, graphics, and animation

Ø High outreach potential because of engaging format

Ø Especially helpful for a show-and-tell approach

Ø Variants: video summaries, figure explainers, talking head videos



3. Audio summaries

Ø Portable content that helps listeners learn on-the-go

Ø Build a community of listeners

Ø Share opinions and commentary on a critical  topic

Ø Variants: podcasts, audio slides, interviews 



4. Lay summaries

Ø Alternative abstracts accessible to a more general audience

Ø Style more tailored for coverage on mainstream science media

Ø Easiest medium to convey research impact

Ø Variants: plain-language summaries, blog posts, news stories, press releases



A look at journals/publishers leading this change



THE JOURNAL OF BONE AND JOINT SURGERY (JBJS) - Wolters Kluwer
(1/6)



The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (2/6)
Mobile-optimized and social-media-driven digital content for engaged society 
community
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Immediate engagement



CELL PRESS
Figure360: Talking figure videos embedded within manuscripts(3/6)

https://www.cell.com/innovations/author-insights



Cell Press (4/6)
Driving outreach by showcasing industry-first digital product

Figure360 at STM Digital 
Publishing, Dec ’17  
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• Proprietary product for 30+ journals

• Talking figures replicating conference presentation feel

• Product embedded in article PDF

Positive User  Feedback

Imprint of 30+ journals



A look at journals/publishers leading this change (5/6)

NEUROLOGY
Short-form articles in the print version

Short-form articles and podcasts part of ToC



Neurology (6/6)
Short-form articles designed as future-facing and cost-effective print product to 
engage core readership
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Comprehensive reading experience in shorter time



Success stories based on impact



JBJS: posts with infographics/ videos perform 4-10X 
better (1/5)



Cell Press: positive author feedback (2 of 5)



ALM: citation evidence (3 of 5)

Annals of Laboratory Medicine: 9 times more citations than average for articles with 
video summaries



Frontiers (4/5)
Product innovations (visual press release) for pickup and dissemination by 
mainstream media and PR portals



Studies emerging on New content formats and Engagement 
(5/5)
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Evolution of Research Communication Services

https://www.editage.co.kr/research-communication/
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Helping journal editorial offices and authors communicate research for deeper impact



Research Communication Services: Video Summaries

ü 2-min animated video 
highlighting core research 
findings 

ü professional voiceover
ü simplified language, high-

quality graphics
ü journal branding + DOI + 

author information

ü 2-min animated video 
highlighting core research 
findings 

ü professional voiceover
ü simplified language, high-

quality graphics
ü journal branding + DOI + 

author information
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Research Communication Services: Infographics

Background

Title

Brief methodology

Visual summary of 
outcomes

Implications

Take-home message

Journal + Author info + DOI

ü Visual summary of key concepts 
of research article

ü Simplified language, high-quality 
graphics

ü Use cases: conference posters, 
flyers/brochures, annual reports

ü Journal branding + DOI + author 
information

ü Visual summary of key concepts 
of research article

ü Simplified language, high-quality 
graphics

ü Use cases: conference posters, 
flyers/brochures, annual reports

ü Journal branding + DOI + author 
information
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Title

Summary 
sentence

Artwork

Author perspective 
(quotation)

News story

Author and paper 
details

ü News story format of article
ü Science journalism style of 

writing
ü Media contact + author 

information

ü News story format of article
ü Science journalism style of 

writing
ü Media contact + author 

information

Research Communication Services: Research News Story
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Research Communication Services: Plain-language Summary

Title

What is the research about

Why is it important

ü 200-word summary of research 
article 

ü Non-scientific language 
ü 1-min read of the why and what of 

the research

ü 200-word summary of research 
article 

ü Non-scientific language 
ü 1-min read of the why and what of 

the research
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Best Practices in Communicating Science: Social 
Media

+ Kakao + WeChat          +LinkedIn



• Publish in new content formats
– infographics
– video
– audio

• Publish content in new styles 
– short-form articles 
– plain-language summaries 
– news pieces

• Host and distribute content via new channels 
– hosted next to article (part of version of record)
– social media
– mainstream media

What can journals do?
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